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In this online appendix we explore a number of different topics that were omitted in

the main paper due to space constraints, and also provide some empirical evidence

on how the number of applications and application costs have evolved over time.

Non-Linear Application Costs

Suppose the cost of the first application is c > 0 and that of the second one is γc,

where γ ∈ [0, 1). That is, application costs are now ‘nonlinear.’ As in Section 3.1,

consider the student optimization problem as a function of (α1, α2), namely,1

max{0, α1 − c, α2 − c, α1 + (1− α1)α2u− (1 + γ)c}.

Notice that now

MB21 ≡ (1− α1)α2u = γc

MB12 ≡ α1(1− α2u) = γc.

Since γ ∈ [0, 1), it follows that students are now more willing (than in the linear cost
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1We could later add an acceptance relation and transform this into caliber space. Since this is

straightforward, and the most interesting insights can be derived in α-space, we omit it.
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Figure 1: Optimal Decision Regions with Non-Linear Costs. Under decreasing
marginal costs of application, the region B expands at the expense of all other regions,
including Φ. The additional area is shown as a blue dotted region.

case) to send both stretch and safety applications. Graphically, this means that the

region of (α1, α2) containing multiple applications expands, as more students who in

the linear cost case apply to one college now apply to both of them.

But there is also an additional effect that increases the region of multiple applications.

In the linear cost case, α1 − c < 0 and α2u − c < 0 are necessary and sufficient

conditions for applying nowhere to be optimal. Necessity is obvious, while sufficiency

follows as they imply that α1 + (1 − α1)α2u − 2c < 0, so if sending one application

is not individually rational, neither is sending two of them. This is no longer true

with nonlinear costs, for we can have α1 − c < 0 and α2u− c < 0 while at the same

time α1 + (1− α1)α2u− (1 + γ)c > 0 if the cost reduction of the second application

is significant enough. In other words, with nonlinear costs, if the cost reduction is

large enough a student might find it individually irrational to send one application

but optimal to send two of them. As a result, the region of multiple applications

expands due to the presence of some students who under linear costs apply nowhere

and under nonlinear cost apply to both colleges.

Graphically, in Figure 1 a reduction in the cost of a second application expands region

B in two ways: (a) by shifting upwards the curve MB12 = c and downward the curve

MB21 = c; and (b) by transferring part of region Φ to B (if γ is small enough).
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Multiple Equilibria

We assert in the paper that, unless we restrict some primitives (e.g., capacities or

application cost), we cannot rule out the possibility of multiple robust equilibria.

In this section we provide a detailed sketch of an example with multiplicity (computed

using Mathematica). Suppose the distribution of calibers is concentrated on two

points, x = A and x = B, with A < B. Let 35% of the student population be of

caliber A, i.e., f(A) = .35, and the rest is of caliber B. The capacities of the colleges

are κ1 = 0.625 and κ2 = 0.326. In turn, the application cost is c = 0.1 and the

payoff of college 2 is u = 0.8. Let us ignore for now the issue of generating a signal

distribution; we will work directly with the acceptance probabilities. The following

are two robust equilibria under this parametrization:

• In equilibrium 1, caliber A students are accepted at college 1 with probability

0.3 and at college 2 with probability 0.8. Caliber B students are accepted at

college 1 with probability 0.8 and at college 2 with probability 1.

• In equilibrium 2, caliber A students are accepted at college 1 with probability

0.365 and at college 2 with probability 0.932. Caliber B students are accepted

at college 1 with probability 0.962 and at college 2 with probability 1.

It is easy to check that (a) in equilibrium 1, both types apply to both colleges; while

in equilibrium 2, B types apply to college 1 only and A types apply to college 2 only;

and (b) capacity equals enrollment for each college in each case.

To complete the description of the example, we construct a signal distribution sat-

isfying MLRP and admission thresholds that generate the acceptance probabilities

stated above. Assume that σ takes five possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. In equilibrium

1, the standards are σ 1 = 5 at college 1 and σ 2 = 3 at college 2. In equilibrium 2 the

standards are σ 1 = 4 and σ 2 = 2, respectively. Caliber A students have the following

probability distribution g(σ|A) over signals: 0.068, 0.132, 0.435, 0.065, 0.3. Caliber

B students have the following distribution g(σ|B): 0, 0, 0.038, 0.162, 0.8. One can

readily verify that g(σ|B)/g(σ|A) increases in σ (MLRP).

Finally, the above example could be made continuous by suitably smoothing both the

caliber distribution (e.g., concentrating most of the mass on A and B, and a positive

but small mass on the rest of the calibers) and the signal distribution.
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College Non-Monotonicity

In this section, we describe the construction of a non-sorting equilibrium that has the

property that the expected caliber of the student body at the weaker college is higher

than that at the better college. To this end, consider a case where both colleges set

the same admission threshold σ 1 = σ 2 = σ.2

The student application strategy in this case is depicted in the right panel of Figure

5 in the paper. That is, there are threshold calibers ξ̂(σ), ξ−(σ), and ξ+(σ), such that

students whose x ∈ [0, ξ̂(σ)) apply nowhere, those with x ∈ [ξ̂(σ), ξ−(σ))
⋃

[ξ+(σ),∞)

apply just to college 1, and calibers x ∈ [ξ−(σ), ξ+(σ)) apply to both colleges.

These threshold types are implicitly defined by

1−G(σ|ξ̂) = c

1−G(σ|ξ−) =
1−

√
1− 4 c

u

2

1−G(σ|ξ+) =
1 +

√
1− 4 c

u

2

For given σ, u, c, G, we want to find a caliber density f such that the following holds:

E[x| enrolled at college 1 ] < E[x| enrolled at college 2 ].

Consider the following density function that puts all its mass on [ξ̂, ξ+] (by slightly

perturbing the example we can do it with a full support density):

f(x) =

{
1−ε
ξ−−ξ̂

if x ∈ [ξ̂, ξ−)

ε
ξ+−ξ− if x ∈ [ξ−, ξ+]

Notice that

E[x] = (1− ε)ξ− + ξ̂

2
+ ε

ξ+ + ξ−
2

< ξ− ⇔ ε <
ξ− − ξ̂
ξ+ − ξ−

2For a given caliber density f , one can always find values of κ1 and κ2 such that capacity equals
enrollment in each college at threshold σ. We ignore this trivial step and focus on the construction
of an f that generates the equilibrium sorting property mention above.
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and also

E[x| enrolled at college 2 ] > ξ−.

Thus, it suffices to choose ε in such a way that E[x| enrolled at college 1 ] < ξ−. But

notice that this holds strictly for ε = 0, as E[x] < ξ− and E[x| enrolled at college 1 ] ∈
(E[x], ξ−). By continuity, it holds for ε > 0 sufficiently small.

Hence, there is a caliber density f and suitable values for college capacities that

engender a robust equilibrium where both colleges set the same admission threshold,

and with the property that the expected caliber of the weaker college student body

is higher than that of the better college. By perturbing college capacities in the

example, the same holds if the admission threshold set by college 2 is slightly higher

or lower than the admission threshold set by college 1.

Limiting the Number of Applications

Suppose that, in our model, we exogenously limit students to a single application.

The following result reveals an important difference with our model with multiple

applications: there is a unique robust equilibrium which turns out to be sorting.

Proposition 1. If the number of applications is limited to one, then there is a unique

robust equilibrium, which exhibits monotone college and student behavior.

Proof. We first show that any robust equilibrium has to be sorting. On the student

side, caliber x solves max{0, α1(x)−c, α2(x)u−c}. Under the MLRP, student behavior

is monotone, since α1(x)/α2(x) increasing implies that if α1(x) > α2(x)u for some x,

so it is for all x′ > x. Also, college behavior is monotone, since σ 2 > σ 1 implies that

nobody applies to college 2, and this cannot be part of a robust equilibrium.

We now show that there is a unique robust equilibrium. To this end, notice that

a robust sorting equilibrium in this setting is characterized by a pair of thresholds

ξ2(σ 2) and ξ1(σ 1, σ 2) and a pair of college thresholds σ 1 > σ 2. Students with calibers

below ξ2 apply nowhere, above ξ1 apply to college 1, and the rest apply to college 2.

It is easy to verify that ξ2 is strictly increasing in σ 2, and ξ1 is strictly increasing in

σ 1 and strictly decreasing in σ 2.

Towards a contradiction, assume that there are two robust equilibria, with admission
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thresholds (σ 1, σ 2) and (σ′1, σ
′
2), and caliber thresholds (ξ1, ξ2) and (ξ′1, ξ

′
2), respec-

tively. Notice that it must be the case that σ 2 6= σ′2: if not, then ξ2 = ξ′2 and thus

ξ1 = ξ′1 (otherwise capacity fails to be equal to enrollment in college 1), which im-

plies that σ 1 = σ′1, contradicting the existence of two equilibria. Assume then that

σ 2 < σ′2 (the other case is similar), so ξ2 < ξ′2. To justify a higher threshold college

2 must receive more applicants, which requires ξ′1 > ξ1. Since σ 2 < σ′2, ξ
′
1 > ξ1 can

only hold if σ′1 > σ 1. But then college 1 fails to fill its capacity, which cannot happen

in a robust equilibrium. Thus, there is a unique robust equilibrium.

Next we ask how the equilibrium in the limited application game compares with the

(potentially multiple) equilibria in the full game.

Proposition 2. Consider two robust sorting equilibria, one with and one without

limited applications, where college 2 fills its capacity. College 1 receives fewer appli-

cations and sets a lower standard in the robust equilibrium with limited applications.

Proof. Consider a robust equilibrium under limited applications (σL1, σ
L
2) with indif-

ference between college 1 and college 2 at caliber ξ̃(σL1, σ
L
2), and a robust sorting equi-

librium in the general model (σ 1, σ 2) with indifference between a single application to

college 2 and to both ξB(σ 1, σ 2). Towards a contradiction, suppose college 1 receives

more applications in the limited case, so ξ̃(σL1, σ
L
2) < ξB(σ 1, σ 2). From the capacity

constraint of college 1, we must have σL1 > σ 1. Let ξ2(σ 2) be the type indifferent

between college 2 and no college at standards σ 2. This is the same type regardless

of whether applications are limited or not. Next, suppose that σL2 > σ 2. Then the

full set of applicants to college 2 under limited applications is [ξ2(σ
L
2), ξ̃(σ

L
1, σ

L
2)); and

the set of applicants to college 2 only in the general case is [ξ2(σ 2), ξB(σ 1, σ 2)) (a

subset of their applicant pool). Since σL2 > σ 2, we have ξ2(σ 2) < ξ2(σ
L
2). Also by

our original hypothesis ξ̃(σL1, σ
L
2) < ξB(σ 1, σ 2), so the set of applicants to college 2 in

the general case is strictly bigger. But this contradicts σL2 > σ 2, since college 2 also

screens them more tightly in the limited case, thus violating its capacity constraint.

So we must have σL2 < σ 2. Next, treating ξ̃(σ 1, σ 2) as a general function of its

arguments that solves α1(x) = α2(x)u, we know that ξB(σ 1, σ 2) < ξ̃(σ 1, σ 2) (this is

by inspection of the application regions in the general case). Also, since ξ̃(σ 1, σ 2) is
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increasing in its first argument, and decreasing in its second, we obtain

ξ̃(σL1, σ
L
2) > ξ̃(σL1, σ 2) > ξ̃(σ 1, σ 2) > ξB(σ 1, σ 2)

contradicting the original hypothesis that ξ̃(σL1, σ
L
2) < ξB(σ 1, σ 2).

An immediate implication of this result is that college 1 admits better students in

the limited application case, as it has a better set of applicants.

Finally, we explore the welfare effects of limiting applications, which clearly depend

on the welfare function assumed. To this end, notice that in a robust equilibrium of

our model, each type x has a chance p1(x) of attending college 1, a chance p2(x) of

attending college 2, and a chance 1− p1(x)− p2(x) of not going to college. These are

pinned down by the acceptance chances and application strategies as follows:

p1(x) =

α1(x) if x ∈ B ∪ C1

0 otherwise

and

p2(x) =


(1− α1(x))α2(x) if x ∈ B

α2(x) if x ∈ C2

0 otherwise

Let n(x) be the equilibrium number of applications of caliber x. Then (assuming that

the costs of applications are pure frictions), we define a welfare function as follows:

W =

∫
p1(x)w1(x)dF (x) +

∫
p2(x)w2(x)dF (x)− c

∫
n(x)dF (x)

where wj(x) is the value the planner places on caliber x attending college j. (We have

assumed that the social value of not attending college is equal to zero for all types.)

Assume first the natural case in which the planner wants to maximize the utility

of students, who capture all the social value from their attending college, so that

w1(x) = 1 and w2(x) = u. Then the realized social welfare in any robust equilibrium
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without excess capacity is given by the following expression:

W =

∫
p1(x)dF (x) + u

∫
p2(x)dF (x)− c

∫
n(x)dF (x) = k1 + uk2 − c

∫
n(x)dF (x)

It is clear from this equation that allowing more applications reduces social welfare.

Regardless of whether one or two applications are allowed, the same welfare gross of

transactions costs is generated; but the additional application costs in the multiple

applications costs can only hurt. There is an instructive analogy to “business stealing”

effects in industrial organization (e.g. Mankiw/Whinston (1986)): there is a wedge

between the private benefit of an additional application and the social benefit, because

the additional application crowds out another applicant.

For a second case, suppose that we retain w2(x) = u but specify w1(x) = 1 + v(x),

where v(x) > 0 is an increasing function of x that represents the additional social

benefit (e.g., externality) that accrues when a student attends college 1.3 In this case

the planner wants better students to attend college 1, but there is no gain to sorting

at college 2. Then we have social welfare as:

W = k1 + uk2 +

∫
p1(x)v(x)dF (x)− c

∫
n(x)dF (x)

It follows from Proposition 2 that sorting is improved by limiting applications. There-

fore, in this case it is better to limit the number of applications to reduce congestion

in the system and force screening.

Finally, consider the general case where w1(x) = 1 + v1(x) and w2(x) = u + v2(x),

for v1(x) > v2(x) > 0, v′1(x) > v′2(x) > 0. Although the analysis becomes unwieldy,

notice that now a rationale for allowing multiple applications emerges. Insurance

applications by top agents may improve their chances of a moderate outcome, and if

society benefits from having good types at the second-tier college (rather than worse

types), this may be welfare improving.

3The intention is to capture a rationale for optimal sorting. A more interesting way to introduce
such additional benefit would be to add synergies to the model, with better calibers enjoying a
higher payoff from attending college 1. This would require a second paper.
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The Replication Economy

Consider a replication economy with two tiers of colleges, and a continuum of colleges

at each tier. Now each caliber x is uniformly ‘smeared’ across the colleges of each

tier they apply to. The measure of students is 1; the measure of tier 1 colleges is k1;

and the measure of tier 2 colleges is k2. We make the symmetry assumption that in

equilibrium all colleges in the same tier set the same standards to clear the market.

We prove two results in this setting. The first is that college behavior is necessarily

monotone, thus precluding nonsorting equilibria driven by a higher admission stan-

dard at college 2 than at college 1.

Proposition 3. In any robust equilibrium college 1 must have higher admission stan-

dard than college 2 (i.e. σ 1 > σ 2).

Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume σ 2 ≥ σ 1 in a robust equilibrium. Then the

first application that any caliber x include in their portfolio is to college 1. Consider

caliber x’s second application: since α1(x) > α2(x)u, and since college 1 is the better

college, it follows that the marginal benefit of adding another application to a top tier

college is optimal. Iterating this argument, it follows from Chade and Smith (2006)

that x will only send applications to top tier colleges. Since x is arbitrary, nobody

will apply to any college 2, which cannot happen in a robust equilibrium.

Second, we tackle the harder question of whether students sort in the replication

economy. The following result shows that we can still generate non-sorting student

behavior in a robust equilibrium whenever u > 0.5.

Proposition 4. If u > 0.5, there exists a continuous MLRP density under which

there is a robust stable equilibrium with non-monotone student behavior.

Proof. We mimic the proof for the two college case in the main text. We will first

show that there exists an h(α1) with this property that crosses through the regions

C2, B and then C2 again, thus reflecting student non-monotone behavior. Let j(α1)

be the curve separating C2 from B. We argue that j(α1) passes through (c/(1−u), 1),

has slope (1−u)2/uc, and is locally concave around this point. When α2 = 1, an agent

has no incentive to apply to college 2 a second time. So the type (α1, 1) who is on
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the border between C2 and B must be indifferent between applying to college 2 once,

or college 1 and college 2. This is identical to the two-college case, and has solution

α1 = c/(1− u) with slope (1− u)2/uc at that point. Hence, j(α1) passes through the

point (c/(1− u), 1). Now, by continuity, for any c > 0, there is a region (α2 − ε, α2)

of types that will never make two applications to college 2 (the payoff is too low).

In that region, agents who optimally send the first application to college 2 face a

choice between stopping, or applying to college 1 as well. The agent is indifferent if

(1 − α2u)α1 = c. Re-arranging and solving for α2 gives j(α1) = (1/u)(1 − (c/α1) in

this region, a function that is concave. Thus, j(α1) is locally concave.

Next, notice that the slope of the line from the origin to (c/(1 − u), 1) is (1 − u)/c.

When u > 0.5, we have that this slope is higher than the slope at (c/(1 − u), 1).

Moreover, since j(α1) is locally concave, it follows that one can find a line from a

point on the “left” edge of the box, (0, α1
2), to a point on the “top” (z̄, 1), with slope

still higher than (1− u)2/uc, that will cut j(α) twice. Then the function h(α1) that

is vertical from the origin to (0, α1
2), follows the line defined above until (z̄, 1), and

is horizontal afterwards yields non-monotone student behavior. Moreover, it has the

double secant property, satisfying the requirements of Theorem 1 in the main text.

Next, we need to show that given this particular h(α1) function, we can find a smooth

monotone onto acceptance chance α1(x) that satisfies the enrollment conditions. The

enrollment conditions are hard to characterize analytically. But the line of proof used

for Theorem 2(a) in the paper applies to this case as well: choosing a distribution

G(a) over acceptance chances directly (instead of the function α1(x)), assign ε mass to

all the parts of the enrollment equations where types make multiple applications (now

a bigger space), thereby decoupling the equations; and then there are an infinite set

of solutions to the resulting integral equations. Theorem 1 now yields a signal density

g(σ|x) and thresholds σ 1 > σ 2 such that h(α1) is the acceptance function.

We illustrate this result in Figure 2, which presents the outcome of a numerical

simulation of the application regions (analytical solutions are intractable in this case).

The figure depicts four regions under the parameter values u = 0.7 and c = 0.1: no

applications, all applications to college 2 (set C2), applications to both colleges (set

B), and all applications to college 1 (set C1). As without replication, student behavior

can be non-monotone, with some type x applying only to the lower tier some higher
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Figure 2: Admissions Regions in the Replication Economy. The parameters
chosen are u = 0.7 and c = 0.1. The black line indicates a possible acceptance relation
that would induce student non-monotone behavior.

type x′ gambling up with an application to the top tier college 1 schools, and then a

yet higher type preferring only to apply to colleges in the lower tier.

Affirmative Action: Proof of Theorem 5 (b)

In the paper, we described some insights that emerges for affirmative action policies

in the common values case. We now justify those assertions.

Recall that the equations that determine a robust equilibrium are:

E[X + π1|σ = σ 1 −∆1, target] = E[X|σ 1, non-target] (1)

E[X + π2|σ = σ 2 −∆2, target, accepts] = E[X|σ 2, non-target, accepts] (2)

along with ‘capacity equals enrollment’ at each college. All told, a robust equilibrium

requires solving four equations in four unknowns.

For any discounts ∆1,∆2, we let (σ 1(∆1,∆2), σ 2(∆1,∆2)) be admission standards

for non-target students that fill the capacity at both colleges. As in the case without

a preference for a target group, there could be multiple solutions. Consider a stable

one.4 Then let Vi(∆1,∆2, πi) be the shadow value difference in the LHS and RHS of

(1)–(2), evaluated at the capacity-filling standards (σ 1, σ 2). A robust equilibrium is

then a zero V1 = V2 = 0. Naturally, without any group preference (π1 = π2 = 0),

4A simple modification of the existence proof in the paper gives existence of such a stable solution.
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the equilibrium discounts are ∆1 = ∆2 = 0. Let us now define two new college best

response functions. Write ∆i = Υi(∆j, πi) when Vi(∆1,∆2, πi) = 0. An equilibrium

is then a crossing point of Υ1,Υ2 in (∆1,∆2)-space.

It is a priori not clear how the robust equilibrium changes with π1 and π2. This hinges

on the sign of the derivatives of Vi with respect to ∆1 and ∆2. To see the difficulty,

consider for example what happens to V1 after the discount ∆1 at college 1 rises. The

immediate effect is that V1 falls, as target students meet a lower standard — fixing

the non-target standards. But there are two feedback due to capacity considerations

alone. When the discount ∆i for a target student at college i changes, there is

an indirect effect — operating through the capacity equations — on the non-target

standard at college j. In the appendix, we showed in the proof of Theorem 5 that

this subtle feedback are negligible locally around ∆1 = ∆2 = 0 with no affirmative

action (the argument applies to both private and common values). From now on, we

ignore these two cross feedback effects in computing the total derivatives in ∆1,∆2.

It is critical to pin down the slopes of Υi, i = 1, 2, with respect to ∆j, j 6= i.

From college 1’s perspective, (1) requires that the discounts ∆1 and ∆2 rise or fall

together. Why? We now argue that these discounts have opposite effects on V1. A

lower standard for target students at college 1 not only depresses their average caliber

via the standards effect, but also encourages worse target applicants to apply — i.e.

the portfolio effect reinforces this. To fill capacity, the non-target student standard

must rise at college 1; their quality rises due to the portfolio and standards effects.

Altogether, the shadow value of non-target students rises relative to target students.

Conversely, lower standards for target students at college 2 deter the weakest target

“stretch” applicants at college 1, via the portfolio effect. So ignoring the cross effects,

the shadow value difference V1 rises in ∆2. Hence, to maintain (1), an increase in ∆1

must be accompanied by an increase in the ∆2, and thus Υ1 slopes up.

By contrast, the slope of the Υ2 is ambiguous. When college 1 favors some students

more, the portfolio and standards effects reinforce. College 2 loses some stellar target

“safety” applicants, but the remaining top tier of target applicants gain admission to

college 1 more often, and so are unavailable to college 2. Moreover, the pool of non-

target applicants at college 2 improves since their admission standard rises to meet

the capacity constraint. In short, the shadow value difference of target students less

that of non-target students falls. But this difference may rise or fall when college 2
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Figure 3: Shadow Value Stable Equilibrium. The left panel depicts a shadow
value unstable robust equilibrium when Υ2 slopes upward. A necessary condition
for shadow value stability is that ∂V2/∂∆2 be negative, thus ensuring that Υ2 slopes
downward. The right panel depicts a shadow value stable robust equilibrium.

favors target students more. The standards effect is negative, but the portfolio effect

is ambiguous: Its favored applicant pool expands at the lower and upper ends. In

short, an increase in ∆1 can lead to an increase or a decrease in ∆2 along Υ2.

We now resolve this indeterminacy and argue that the slope of the Υ2 is negative at

the robust stable equilibria. Assume that when the shadow value of a target student

exceeds that of a non-target student, college i responds by raising the target advantage

∆i. Call the equilibrium shadow value stable if this dynamic adjustment process

pushes us back to the equilibrium. We argue that for any such equilibrium, the shadow

value difference of targeted over non-targeted students falls when college 2 favors the

targeted students more. For suppose not. Then we must have V2 > 0 whenever

(∆1,∆2) lies above the Υ2 schedule (along which V2 = 0). Thus, the adjustment

process would lead to an even higher ∆2, contrary to shadow value stability. Figure 4

illustrates this logic. So V2 must fall in ∆2 at a robust equilibrium that is shadow value

stable; therefore, Υ2 slopes down near any such equilibrium. The proof of Theorem

5 in the common value case now follows easily, and we depict it graphically.5

5The algebra is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3 in the paper, and it is omitted.
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Figure 4: Affirmative Action Comparative Statics. The left panel depicts a
right shift Υ1 as the target group preference π1 increases. The robust equilibrium
shifts to E1, with a higher discount ∆1 and a lower ∆2. The right panel depicts how
Υ2 shifts up in π2, increasing both equilibrium discounts ∆1 and ∆2.

Comparative Statics

In the proof in the main text, we omitted the case where student behavior at A was

non-monotone. We address this here, reproducing the relevant figure from the paper

for convenience. Recall that we are trying to show that there is excess demand for

college 2 at A.

Consider first the case of a payoff increase at college 1. Let the set of students applying

to college 2 only, both, and college 1 only at E0 be C2, B and C1 respectively; and let

C ′2, B′ and C ′1 be the corresponding sets at A. Since the initial equilibrium is sorting

we have B = [ξeB, ξ
e
1] and C1 = [ξe1,∞).

We first note that C ′1 must also be an interval [ξ′1,∞) with ξe1 ≤ ξ′1. The easiest way

to see this is graphical. When comparing E0 to A, we simultaneously decrease σ 2

and raise v. The former has the effect of shifting the acceptance relation up; the

latter shifts the MB12 left but leaves MB21 unchanged. By inspection, any type

who previously applied to college 1 only now applies to college one only or both (so

C ′1 ⊆ C1), and if a caliber x applies to college 1 only at A, so too does any caliber

x′ > x (so C ′1 is an interval).

Note also that college 1 maintains the same standards and enrollment across E0 and
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Figure 5: Comparative Statics. When application costs decrease and/or the payoff
to college 1 increases, its best response function must shift to the right. The best response
function of college 2 shifts down in the case of a payoff increase, and moves ambiguously in
the case of a change in application costs. Here we depict the case where it shifts down.

A. Thus we have∫
B
α1(x)f(x)dx+

∫
C1
α1(x)f(x)dx =

∫
B′
α1(x)f(x)dx+

∫
C′1
α1(x)f(x)dx

Using the definitions of the sets and subtracting
∫
C1 α1(x)f(x)dx from both sides:∫

B
α1(x)f(x)dx =

∫
B′∩[0,ξe1]

α1(x)f(x)dx

Notice that B is an interval [ξeB, ξ
e
1], and thus must be weakly bigger than B′ ∩ [0, ξe1]

in the strong set order. Then pre-multiplying the integrand of both sides by α2(x),

an increasing function, must weakly make the LHS bigger:∫
B
α1(x)α2(x)f(x)dx ≥

∫
B′∩[0,ξe1]

α1(x)α2(x)f(x)dx

The LHS is the number of students jointly admitted at E0; the RHS is the number

of students that would be jointly admitted in [0, ξe1] at A if college 2’s standards were

unchanged. So if college 2 had standards σe2 but students applied as if the standards

were (σ 1, σ
′
2), college 2’s enrollment would increase; since the number of joint admits

in [0, ξe1] remains the same; and they attract additional applicants at the top (ξe1 < ξ′1)
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and the bottom (the lowest type applying to college 2 falls). Since enrollment with

standards σ′2 can only be bigger still, college 2 must have excess demand at A. The

case of a decrease in applications costs is similar and hence omitted.

Data and Analysis
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